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Abstract

This demonstration shows the main features of PCOM [3] and BASE [2], our component system and middleware for pervasive applications. To do this, we present an application that leverages the resources present in the environment. Through the configuration mechanisms and algorithms provided by PCOM, the application can be automatically adapted without user intervention or explicit programming. To emulate various network properties and scenarios (e.g., packet loss and disconnects), we use the MarNET Emulation Testbed [4].

1. Motivation

Pervasive Computing envisions distraction-free support for everyday tasks by leveraging the functionality that is present in the environment of a user. This vision requires adequate software infrastructures that provide developers with the necessary mechanisms to create self-configuring adaptive applications. To this end, we have developed the component system PCOM [3] on top of our middleware BASE [2]. In this demonstration, we present a PCOM application that shows the main features of these systems.

2. Application

The Pervasive Presenter application displays PowerPoint™ presentations. Using a PDA, a user can start the application by invoking the anchor component on his device as shown on the left side of Figure 1.

The anchor (see Figure 1, Control) defines a number of dependencies in its PCOM contract (see Figure 1, Infrared, Presenter, Filesystem). As long as the anchor is executed, the PCOM component container ensures that dependencies are resolved by binding adequate components to them. Such components can be distributed across the devices in the environment. Using the device discovery mechanisms of BASE and the contract matching and (re-) configuration algorithms of PCOM, the container can automatically find such components without relying on manual configuration or explicit programming.

Figure 1: Application Structure and PDA GUI
Figure 1, *Displayer*) uses Microsoft PowerPoint™ directly to show the presentation, thus it can solely run on heavy-weight devices like laptops. The other one (see Figure 1, *Forwarder*) uses PowerPoint™ as a converter and it relies on another component (*Portrayer*) that displays the converted slide as an image. In contrast to the *Displayer*, the *Portrayer* can present slides on devices that do not have the capability to run PowerPoint.

In order to switch between the different configurations, the application relies on IR beacons that are received through the *Infrared* component. By pointing the PDA to the beacon representing the *Displayer* configuration, the application anchor will change its contract in such a way that only *Displayer* components are selected for the *Presenter* dependency. If the PDA points to the *Portrayer* beacon, the inverse happens. Thus, IR beacons can be used to create a follow-me presentation application that uses the output capabilities in the vicinity of the user. Thereby, the user does not have to reason about the configuration that is required in order use the output device.

3. Technical Setup

For the Pervasive Presenter application, we use two Pocket PCs (*Control/Infrared* and *Portrayer*) and one laptop (*Filesystem, Converter, Forwarder* and *Displayer*). Furthermore, we use two IR beacons to switch between the configurations.

In order to emulate various network parameters (e.g., disconnects and packet loss), we use the MarNET Emulation Testbed [5]. This network emulator runs on a dedicated laptop. It provides a graphical front end that visualizes the network environment.

The Pocket PCs and the laptop that run the presenter application connect to the emulation laptop via WLAN. All traffic between the devices running the application is tunneled through the emulation laptop. The emulation laptop runs a number of virtual machines that form the network environment. Three of these virtual machines represent the existing devices. Further virtual machines are used as routers between them.

4. Contribution

The contribution of this demonstration is twofold. First, we present an important part of the software stack developed by the Peer-to-Peer Pervasive Computing project [1] over the last three years. With our focus on automatic configuration and adaptation, we hope to facilitate a discussion and a deeper understanding for the benefits and limitation of the automation provided by the PCOM component container. Secondly, we show how emulation tools like the MarNET Emulation Testbed [4] can be used to emulate various network properties by integrating virtual nodes that only exist in the emulation scenario and real devices such as PDAs or laptops.
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